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GROUP OFFERS 

RESERVATION FORM 2023 

 
 

Group name:                                                                   Address: 

Name of group leader:     Telephone: 

Number of people:     Number of accompanying adults: 

Visit day:      Arrival time: 

 

 Please tick the tour you have selected for your group (Price rates from 15 paying persons): 

 
 Unguided tour of gardens only: €6 per pers. 

     * tour with information leaflet 

     * duration approx 1 hr 

     * languages available: FR, GB, DE, IT, ES, NL, CN, JP, PT, RU, PL, CZ 
 

 Unguided tour of château and gardens: €9,50 per pers. 

     * tour with information leaflet 

     * duration approx 2 hrs 

     * languages available: FR, GB, DE, IT, ES, NL, CN, JP, PT, RU, PL, CZ 
 

 Audio-guided tour of gardens only 

* cost €4/audioguide, in addition to the entry fee of €6 per pers. 

* duration: approx 1 ¼ hr 

* languages available: FR, EN, DE, IT, ES, BR, RU, NL 
 

 Audio-guided tour of château and gardens 

* cost €4/audioguide, in addition to the entry fee of €9,50 per pers. 

* duration: approx 2 hrs 

* languages available: FR, EN, DE, IT, ES, BR, RU, NL 
 

 Customised guided tour of gardens only  

* to be reserved 2 months in advance – one guide for 45 pers. maximum 

* all-in rate of €110.00 per guide, in addition to the entry fee of €6 per pers. 

* duration: approx 1 ¼ hrs 

* languages available: FR, EN 
 

 Customised guided tour of château and unguided tour of gardens 

* to be reserved 2 months in advance – one guide for 45 pers. maximum 

* all-in rate of €110.00 per guide, in addition to the entry fee of €9,50 per pers. 

* duration: approx 2 ¼ hrs 

* languages available: FR, EN 
 

 Customised guided tour of château and gardens 

* to be reserved 2 months in advance – one guide for 45 pers. maximum 

* all-in rate of €140.00 per guide, in addition to the entry fee of €9,50 per pers. 

* duration: approx 2 ¼ hrs 

* languages available: FR, EN 
 

 In the event of a considerable delay, we will be obliged to curtail the visiting time. 

 If your group includes more than 45 people, two guides will be necessary 
 

 For a trouble-free tour, here are some useful details: 
 

 Payment in its totality: on the spot, on pre-payment or with an exchange voucher or gift voucher, contact us! 
 We grant 2 free entries: these are reserved for drivers/accompanying adults only. 
 Guided tours of the château at fixed starting times are now reserved exclusively for individual visits. 
 A free coach park is available 30m from the entrance. 
 Picnics are not permitted in the gardens; a designated picnic area is available in the village. 

This box reserved for 
Villandry 

 
Reservation recorded  

and agreed on: 
 
 
 
For the reservation desk, 
Madame _____________ 
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http://www.chateauvillandry.com/

